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Showing all 11 Mexico results, Overseas Haven Reports Mexico is one of the most expat-populated countries in the world, but few have heard about Durango-big, sophisticated city with high weather and high living. Durango delivers the best out of Mexico... real version, unaltered beyond expat resorts and paradises. Despite his lack of
recognition, you probably saw Durango on the TV screen without realizing it. More than 140 Hollywood films have been shot in this Sierra Madre destination, including westerns featured likes by John Wayne, Clint Eastwood, and Kirk Douglas. Besides, it's got clean, well-maintained streets... amazing architecture more reminiscent of
Europe than Spanish America ... newly built pedestrian areas, lined with cafes, shops and clubs... and a real estate market that offers amazing value for its value. Discover the charming city that Lee Harrison calls the most interesting personal discovery of recent years in this Haven Overseas Report on Durango, Mexico. Mexico, Overseas
Haven Reports Malatlán offers the best lifestyle on the seafront you will find in Mexico ... Maybe the best you'll find anywhere. It boasts over 10 miles of sandy beaches, which range from lively and energetically stretches conveniently near the city, to isolated sections of shore, where you can get rid of everything. The beaches are
accessible and can be enjoyed from the wide new seafront, which is 8 km long. Best of all, both the beach and colonial lifestyle offer countless options for fine dining, quiet cafes, energetic and friendly bars... as well as a dynamic and active real estate market. You can go locally... or not. Apart from the resort areas, Malatlán is a real city of
almost half a million people. You can choose to be part of the American and Canadian community, speak mostly English, and ease your way into Malatlán, helped by people who came before you. Or you can live in an authentic Mexican environment, speak mostly Spanish, enjoy a lower cost of living, and immerse yourself in the charming
culture of Mexico. If you'd like all this... all at an easy distance from the states and Canada, then Malatlán might well be right for you. Packages, Get Started, Mexico, North America Mexico is easy, familiar, diverse, and affordable. Many of us want to have all the excitement, savings, and benefits of living abroad... without the complexity of
getting there. Mexico delivers on all respects... You don't have to go any further to find the life you dreamed of. Our unique package of reports is the first step in America's preferred expat destination. We put together seven of the most interesting destinations for Young expats and intelligent investors: Malatlán Durango Mexico City
Guanajuato Puerto Vallarta San Miguel de Allende Tulum Starts today Discover everything you want to know about this wonderful country: Cost of living, information on residence, investment opportunities, shopping, and even health care options. eduNEXT offers fully recommended and cost-effective Open edX cloud subscriptions, as well
as professional services for on-premises or private installations, custom, themed extensions and integrations, and continuous support. Our open edX SaaS subscriptions offer: Automation: Get your website up and running in minutes and manage it yourself... Read More OpenCraft offers high-quality open-source code and hosting, with a
focus on long-term maintenance. I made 1000+ contributions to Open edX, working on projects with clients, such as Harvard, EdX, MIT, Duke, Berkeley, Notre Dame, and many more. Choose from our hosting plans for an open edX instance, preinstalled... Read more We are learning online and open edX experts. What it means: 1. We
have extensive experience in online learning projects – We understand the business of our clients 2. We have built a lot of innovative solutions for online learning technology: adaptive learning, gamification, analysis, data connectors, robots - We are the ones ... Read More ABC is an established provider (2015) of Open edX services.
Based in Cape Town (South Africa), we currently serve customers from North America, Europe, Africa and Asia. We cover all major open edX services, such as installation, thematic, e-commerce, Insights, XBlocks and Open edX mobile apps for Android and... Read more digital learning ecosystem for business and educational institutions
Read more Appsembler makes it easier to offer Open edX courses and virtual labs so you can focus on what really matters: your students. Tahoe, the easy-to-use Open edX-powered platform appsembler, empowers anyone to launch their own branded Open edX site in minutes – no coding or expertise required. Virtual Laboratories of
Appsembler ... Read more We are a full-service software development company with 4 locations around the world. For over 10 years, our award-winning team of over 450 software engineers, SQA professionals and Agile project managers has built and maintained enterprise-level software in various industries, such as education,
healthcare, retail and travel. Our dedicated 150+ Open team... Read more We are a technology company that offers elearning portals based on Open edX. We are based in Buenos Aires, Argentina, and we specialize in Spanish-speaking regions: Latin America and Spain. Read more Bluenxt is a futuristic ConsulTech helping progressive
organizations to a new 4.0 learning architecture to respond effectively to the opportunities and challenges created by a new working future. Today's organisations face a skills emergency. HR must drive organisations through this crisis by creating a COMPETENT REVOLUTION. Bluenxt... Read more CloudSwyft is is is The APAC-based
technology learning platform company focused on providing forward-looking technology skills, providing a comprehensive solution for professional learners, educational institutions and corporations. Its end-to-end solution consists of an innovative and customizable Open edX Learning platform, hundreds of technology courses, hands-on
learning labs,... Read more We are a python, django web application development company. Read more Curricu.me make Open EdX installations and customizations from 2014. We offer implementation, maintenance, training and consulting services for clients large and small. Visit our website, send us an email and let's start with a demo
and a conversation! Read More DataArt is a global software engineering firm that has a unique human approach to problem solving. We help customers create custom software that improves their operations and opens up new markets. Powered by our People First principle, we work with customers on every scale and platform, helping to
release technology... Read more 3 Global Locations: USA (NY), India (Ahmedabad, Mumbai, Bangalore, Delhi) and U.A.E. (DUBAI) 200 + Team 5+ Years of Experience on Open edX 10+ Years of Experience in Software Development 52 + Open edX implementations performed in universities and corporate worldwide Open edX Services:
1. Personalization platform: white label, creation,... themes Read More Education for the Digital Age Read more FeedbackFruits develop pedagogical tools that help teachers organize engaging courses Read more Graspway is EdTech funded by OpenSistemas and Trusted through a partnership with Microsoft in order to build a product
and its surrounding market to make data-driven online training procedures, which ends up improving and developing people's skills and knowledge within organizations. It is also the name of the online training product ... Read more online institutes and courses under full control with Open edX, from our studios in New York City. Deep
learning analysis, training services and production of online courses in real time. Start with minimal risk with a proof of concept and our SaaS offer. Serving IBM, NVIDIA, SUNY, US Air Force, NYU and ... Read more I offer low-cost turnkey installation and configuration services for the Open edX platform. All the services I offer are fully
documented on my blog: . I offer free initial consultations. Customer references are available on request. I am a native English speaker and am fluent in Spanish at ... Read more We are an eLearning company based Ahmedabad (India), established before 5 years. We offer end-to-end eLearning solutions and specialize in innovative use
of technology. We have designed and developed products for different educational institutes, universities and corporations. We are working on product development as as providing services to ... Read more With years of experience in optimization and cost reduction, as well as professional services in DevOps, BigData and Machine-
Learning, MidLink is a leading partner and re-seller of AWS and Azure clouds. A true data leader and technology enthusiast in the education sector in Israel, MidLink is proud to be ... Read more development software and services Read more MOOCit lets anyone create, distribute and run engaging online learning experiences on a fully
branded Open edX ® site. Read more As independent consultants and practitioners, we are partners with organizations to help them define their learning program strategy, provide advice on course design and facilitate Open edX Studio training. Read more Next Tech makes technology education accessible to everyone with interactive
labs, hands-on for coding, web development, data science and more. Next Tech is the leading platform for teaching and learning computer programming, web development, data science, and other technological skills. It associates training materials with interactive browser-based coding environments, where ... Read more Virtual
Laboratories for Practice and Certification Read more Perpetual Learning Builds Custom Open edX-based Experience with a focus on user experience and learning outcomes. Among our clients are not Reliance Jio, Yola Vietnam, African Leadership University, Iowa State Univ, UCSF and many others. Read more TELTEK VIDEO
Research Spanish leading provider of Open Source Solutions for Education. Services: Planning and implementation. Custom and thematic configurations. Deploy on cloud platforms or in spaces. Migrating to the latest Open edX versions (right from birch release). Install Ings Analytics. Third-party integration and integration with campus
systems (SSO, LDAP,...) ... Read More Unify is highly experienced in Open edX Hosting, Configuration, Personalization, Management and Scaling. We ensure seamless Open edX deployment on Azure, AWS, GCP, or any other cloud with minimal effort on your part. Unify can adapt the platform to suit your needs and add specific
features required by you... Read more VTeamLabs is a proud engineering and implementation/implementation partner with edX.org/Microsoft to develop the Open edX on the Azure (OXA) platform. Our range of services focuses on course management systems (CMS) and learning management systems (LMS). We also support the
tailored configuration, development and implementation of this eLearning platform Read more DISCLAIMER: Please note that edX provides information on this page as a courtesy to the overall benefit of the Open edX community and does not screen, review, approve, or approve any of the entities, services, or offers that can be listed from
time to time. EdX has not verified the qualifications or experience of these entities and therefore does not guarantees as to the nature or quality of their services. EdX encourages you to independently assess and verify the adequacy of any organization you may choose to involve. Engage.
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